
Task 1: 
1) What was Apartheid? 
2) When did it start and when did it finish? 
3) Who supported Apartheid? Who opposed Apartheid? 
4) What were the beliefs behind this movement? 
5) How did it end? 

 
1) Definition of apartheid:(especially in the past in South Africa) a political system in 

which people of different races are separated 
2) Apartheid started in 1948 and ended in 1994 
3) Countries such as Zambia, Tanzania and the Soviet Union provided military support 

for the ANC and PAC. However, Mandela was an anti-Apartheid activist, which 
means that fought for those who were disadvantaged by the system of racial 
segregation. The Anti-Apartheid Movement was instrumental in initiating an academic 
boycott of South Africa in 1965. The declaration was signed by 496 university 
professors and lecturers from 34 British universities to protest against apartheid and 
associated violations of academic freedom. 

4) The beliefs of this movement were: 
- Black people were the same as white people. 
- White people shouldn’t gobern over black people because of the different colour of 

their skin.  
- Black people were treated as if they were animals and they wanted to change that. 
5) The apartheid system in South Africa was ended through a series of negotiations 

between 1990 and 1993 and through unilateral steps by the de Klerk government. 
These negotiations took place between the governing National Party, the African 
National Congress, and a wide variety of other political organisations. 

 

Task 2: 
Biography: 
Alex La Guma was born on the 20th of february in 1925 in Cape Town, South Africa and 
died on the 11th of October in 1985, in  Havana, Cuba. He was a back novelist of South 
Africa in the 1960s whose characteristically brief works (e.g., A Walk in the Night [1962], The 
Stone-Country [1965], and In the Fog of the Season’s End [1972]) gain power through his 
superb eye for detail, allowing the humour, pathos, or horror of a situation to speak for itself. 
 
 
 
 
 


